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Contrast-enhanced ultrasound 
assessment of focal liver lesions with 
SonoVue®

 CONTRAST AGENT EVALUATION

Currently, worldwide, ultrasound (US) is the 
most used imaging method for the evaluation 
of the liver. Thousands of liver lesions are discov-
ered by this method in healthy, cirrhotic or onco-
logic patients. Also, focal liver lesions (FLLs) are 
quite frequently discovered in daily practice, in 
relationship with the routine use of radiological 
methods CT or MRI. The characterization of 
these lesions is essential for the final diagnosis. 
On the other hand, the screening strategy in 
patients with liver cirrhosis leads to early dis-
covery of FLLs, lesions that must be evaluated 
in order to decide upon a therapeutic strategy 
(which includes transplantation, resection sur-
gery or percutaneous echo-guided procedures). 
All kinds of evaluation (including contrast 
imaging studies and/or liver biopsy) are time 
consuming, expensive and sometimes stressful 
for the patients. Thus, the main purpose when 
confronted with a new FLL is its accurate char-
acterization in order to obtain a rapid, sensitive 
and not very expensive diagnosis. 

In the recent years, contrast-enhanced US 
(CEUS) became a reliable new imaging method 
for the assessment of FLLs. Incidental lesions 
discovered using US must be evaluated by means 
of different radiological methods and, usually, 
there is a waiting time for a second-line contrast 
method of evaluation (preferably multidetector 
contrast CT or contrast-enhanced MRI). Both 
methods increase the medical costs for these 
patients (since both multidetector contrast CT 
and contrast-enhanced MRI in particular are 
expensive), in addition to which the use of 

CT exposes the subject to ionizing radiation. 
The use of CEUS for FLL assessment can be 
an advantage, owing to the reduced costs and 
because it can be done immediately after the 
abdominal US exam that discovered the FLL, 
and so, in approximately 5 min – the total time 
of the investigation – a confident diagnosis can 
be obtained. 

CEUS: technique
CEUS was used for the first time in cardiol-
ogy. In hepatology, US contrast agents (UCAs) 
from the first generation (Levovist®; Schering, 
Berlin, Germany) were used to improve the qual-
ity of Doppler signal through the destruction 
of microbubbles, using high mechanical index. 
Perfluoro-containing UCA (such as SonoVue® 
[Bracco, Italy], the approved UCA in Europe, 
Definity®, the approved UCA in USA and 
Sonazoid®, the approved UCA in Japan) work 
differently, using low mechanical index US that 
causes the microbubbles to reverberate (not to 
burst), and increase the vascular signal. For 
SonoVue, the microbubble life cycle is approxi-
mately 4–6 min, which is enough to obtain a 
confident diagnosis in hepatic or extrahepatic 
lesions. 

From a technical point of view, CEUS evalu-
ation is performed in grayscale, nonlinear imag-
ing modes, using continuous real-time imaging 
techniques, following an intravenous bolus 
injection of SonoVue, a second generation UCA. 
SonoVue is provided as a sterile, lyo philized pow-
der contained in a septum-sealed vial. A white, 
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milky suspension of sulfur hexafluoride (SF
6
) 

microbubbles is obtained by adding 5 ml of 
physiological saline (0.9% sodium chloride) to 
the powder (25 mg), followed by hand agitation. 
Each patient receives an intravenous bolus injec-
tion of SonoVue for each FLL to be character-
ized (usually 2.4 ml) via a 20-gauge intravenous 
catheter placed preferably in the ante-cubital 
vein, and followed by a 10-ml saline flush. To 
characterize the FLL, the hemodynamic behav-
ior of SonoVue enhancement during the arterial 
(15–30 s), portal-venous (30–120 s) and late vas-
cular (120–300 s) phases is evaluated. All sono-
graphic examinations are digitally recorded so 
that they can be reviewed at a later time. The 
location and size of the lesion is assessed on 
unenhanced and CEUS scans. In addition, the 
vascularity and SonoVue enhancement pattern 
of the lesion (hypo-, hyper- or iso-echoic), as 
compared with the adjacent liver parenchyma, 
during the arterial, portal venous and late phases 
are evaluated for the CEUS diagnosis. According 
to the enhancement pattern, the lesion can be 
classified following European Federation of 
Societies in Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology 
(EFSUMB) guidelines concerning the use of 
CEUS [1,2], thus obtaining a confident diagnosis.

The first EFSUMB guidelines concerning the 
use of CEUS were published in 2004 [1], fol-
lowed by an update in 2008 [2]. The main indi-
cations and the specific CEUS (vascular) pattern 
of different FLLs are included. In August 2011, 
during the World Federation of Ultrasound in 
Medicine and Biology (WFUMB) Congress in 
Vienna (Austria), new guidelines for nonhepatic 
use of the CEUS were issued [3]. 

CEUS in the diagnosis algorithm of 
FLL
The place of CEUS in the diagnostic algorithm of 
FLLs is not very well established. The EFSUMB 
guidelines formulated indications regarding the 
use of this method [1,2], and several published 
papers demonstrated its practical value [4–8]. On 
the other hand, despite the effervescence of this 
method in Europe (and partially in Asia and 
Canada), there are some regions (such as the 
USA) in which perfluoro-containing UCA are 
not accepted yet.

The value of CEUS for FLL characterization 
was demonstrated in two multicenter studies, 
one German and the other one French, each 
study examined at least 1000 nodules. 

The German study included 1349 patients in 
which the FLL discovered in standard US could 
not be characterized by standard US alone [4]. 

CEUS accuracy was compared with biopsy in 
more than 75% of the lesions, spiral contrast CT 
or contrast MRI in the rest of the cases. The 
study included 573 benign lesions (242 heman-
giomas, 170 cases with focal nodular hyperplasia 
[FNH], 19 adenomas and 142 other types of 
lesions), and 755 malignant tumors (383 metas-
tases, 279 cases with hepatocellular carcinoma 
[HCC], 93 other tumors). From the lesions that 
were evaluated, 62.3% were incidentally discov-
ered; 17.3% of the lesions were discovered dur-
ing the follow-up of patients with known liver 
cirrhosis and in 27.0% of cases an extrahepatic 
tumor was known. 

In the German study, CEUS had 90.3% accu-
racy for the diagnosis of FLL [4]. CEUS correctly 
characterized 723 out of 755 of the malignant 
lesions and 476 out of 573 of the benign lesions, 
with high sensitivity, specificity, positive predic-
tive value and negative predictive value (95.8, 
83.1, 95.4 and 95.9%, respectively) for differ-
entiating benign versus malignant lesions. Thus, 
CEUS proved to be a sensitive method for the 
diagnosis of liver metastases and HCCs, but less 
sensitive for the diagnosis of adenoma.

Another important aspect assessed in a study 
based on the DEGUM multicenter study was 
the tumor-specific vascularization pattern [9]. 
Typical patterns are: wheel-spoke pattern and 
arterial hyperenhancement followed by iso-
enhancement in the late phases in FNH (Figure 1); 
nodular peripheral enhancement and partial or 
complete fill-in pattern in hemangiomas (Figure 2); 
and late-phase hypoenhancement in metastases 
(Figure 3). In this study the tumor-specific vas-
cularization pattern could not be assessed in all 
cases, therefore the diagnostic accuracy of CEUS 
was 83.1% for all benign lesions and 95.8% for 
all malignant lesions (91.4% for metastases and 
84.9% for HCCs).

The multicenter French study (STIC) 
included 1034 FLLs found in 874 patients [5]. 
The gold standards to which CEUS was com-
pared were contrast spiral CT, contrast MRI 
or liver biopsy. By using CEUS the diagnostic 
accuracy improved from 62.4% (standard US) 
to 86.1%. The diagnostic concordance between 
CEUS and the gold standard method was 73.5% 
(k = 0.66) in FLLs on noncirrhotic liver, which 
was better than in nodules on cirrhotic liver 
(71.8%, k = 0.42), overall 73% (k = 0.67).

CEUS had 79% sensitivity and 88% speci-
ficity for differentiating between benign versus 
malignant lesions. For the diagnosis of the most 
frequent FLLs (hemangioma, FNH, metastases 
and HCC), the sensitivities were 85.4, 82.5, 79.3 
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and 69.8%, respectively, and the specificities 
were 93.7, 94.3, 92.5 and 94.7%, respectively.

CEUS versus contrast CT  
& contrast MrI
In a study on a subgroup of patients from the 
DEGUM multicenter study, CEUS was com-
pared with standardized spiral CT (SCT) [6]. 
From the 267 patients, histological findings 
were available in 158 subjects. In this subgroup, 
tumor differentiation assessment with CEUS 
and SCT was discordant in 30 cases and concor-
dant in 124 cases (CEUS/SCT: accuracy 90.3 
vs 87.8%, sensitivity 94.0 vs 90.7%, specificity 
83.0 vs 81.5%, positive predictive value 91.6 vs 
91.5%, negative predictive value 87.5 vs 80.0%). 
Tumor specification was different in 51 cases 
and matched in 103 cases (CEUS/SCT: accu-
racy 91.6 vs 87.7%, sensitivity 95.3 vs 90.6%, 
specificity 83.7 vs 81.6%, positive predictive 
value 92.7 vs 91.4%, negative predictive value 
89.1 vs 80.0%). A statistically significant differ-
ence could not be established. CEUS performed 
a little better than SCT with regard to tumor 

differentiation in the case of hemangioma, 
FNH, HCC and metastases, but it was not 
determined to be statistically significant.

CEUS was compared with contrast MRI 
in a study on a subgroup of patients from the 
DEGUM multicenter study [10]. The definitive 
diagnosis of the 262 patients included was based 
on MRI as the diagnostic gold standard in typi-
cal liver hemangioma and FNH, on clinical evi-
dence and additional follow-up in 180 patients, 
or on histology in 82 patients. The subgroup 
verified by means of histology comprised mainly 
malignant liver lesions (n = 55) with eight hem-
angiomas and five FNHs. Tumor differentia-
tion was concordant in 56 cases (68.3%) and 
tumor entity in 44 cases (53.7%). There were no 
statistically proven differences between CEUS 
and MRI.

From this cohort of patients we can see that 
the evaluation with CEUS for some types of 
lesions, such as hemangiomas and FNHs, 
metastasis is very accurate. Published data 
showed very good accuracy of CEUS for the 
diagnosis of hemangioma and FNH: for atypical 

Figure 2. Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography enhancement pattern of a hemangioma. (A) Arterial phase: peripheral, nodular 
enhancement. (B) Portal phase: peripheral, nodular hyperenhancement with a hypoenhanced central area. (C) Late phase: 
hyperenhancement of the nodule.

Figure 1. Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography enhancement pattern of a focal nodular hyperplasia. (A) Arterial phase: early, 
spoke-wheel enhancement. (B) Portal phase: hyperenhancing with visible central scar. (C) Late phase: isoenhancing with visible 
central scar.
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hemangioma the accuracy was 93 versus 43% in 
standard US [11]. In another cohort, the sensitivi-
ties and specificities of CEUS for the diagnosis 
of FNH and hemangioma were also very high: 
100% and 87%, respectively, resulting in an 
accuracy of 94.5% [12].

For other types of lesions, such as HCC, 
cholangiocarcinoma or adenoma, the accu-
racy of CEUS is not so high. In patients with 
liver cirrhosis or advanced fibrosis, the correct 
CEUS diagnosis in some HCCs (usually small 
or undifferentiated ones), as well as in cases 
with cholangiocarcinoma, the positive diagno-
sis can be difficult, published data showing that 
the accuracy of CEUS in cholangiocarcinoma 
is only 57% [13]. 

Some US machines are able to perform real-
time elastography (either acoustic radiation 
force impulse elastography, or freehand real-
time elastography), thus being able to assess 
the severity of liver fibrosis. This could be use-
ful for the differential diagnosis, because solid 
liver lesions in cirrhosis have a high probability 
for being HCCs and acoustic radiation force 
impulse elasto graphy and real-time elastogra-
phy have proven to be good noninvasive meth-
ods for predicting the presence of severe fibrosis 
and cirrhosis [14–16]. 

A limitation of CEUS, is that FLLs which 
are not clearly visible in standard US are not 
candidates to be examined with this method. 
We must emphasize that CEUS is used for the 
characterization of liver lesions in cirrhotic 
patients and not for the detection of such 
lesions.

Accuracy of CEUS for the diagnosis 
of HCC
HCC shows a typical behavior in CEUS, char-
acterized by early arterial enhancement upon 

administration of the UCA followed by ‘wash-
out’ in portal and/or late phases (Figure 4). This 
typical behavior is due to the fact that the 
blood supply in malignant nodules is mainly 
arterial, as compared with the normal liver 
parenchyma that thrives on dual blood supply 
(i.e., the portal vein and the hepatic artery). 
The sensitivity of CEUS is equal to that of CT 
and MRI in finding the early arterial enhance-
ment and is correlated with tumor differen-
tiation [17]. The early arterial enhancement is 
observed by means of CEUS in 91–96% of the 
HCCs. In the study performed by Forner et al., 
in which the gold standard for the evaluation of 
nodules smaller than 2 cm was the histopath-
ologic examination, the sensitivity of CEUS 
for suspected HCC was 78.3%, with 93.1% 
specificity [17]. 

Unlike the early arterial enhancement that 
is present in the majority of HCCs, the wash-
out in the portal phase occurs less frequently, 
in approximately 43% of cases (up to 90 s after 
SonoVue bolus). In later stages of the examina-
tion (90–180 s after bolus), 26% of the HCCs 
displayed wash-out, while 22% of carcinomas 
presented only a delayed wash-out, between 
181 and 300 s [18]. 

CEUS sensitivity for the diagnosis of HCC is 
related to the tumor size. In small nodules (2 cm 
or less), Giorgio et al. [19] and Gaiani et al. [20] 
observed 53.6 and 83.3% sensitivities, respec-
tively, while in larger nodules (>2 cm), they 
were 91.3 and 94.5%, respectively. Another 
published study, showed that in well-differen-
tiated (G1) HCCs early arterial enhancement is 
more frequent in tumors over 3 cm in diameter 
as compared with tumors smaller than 3 cm, 
but this feature was not observed in moderate 
or less differentiated tumors [21]. Thus, early 
arterial enhancement was found in 95% of 
HCCs larger than 3 cm in diameter and only 
in 43% of well-differentiated HCCs less than 
3 cm in diameter (p < 0.001).

CEUS for the diagnosis of other 
types of FLL
Many studies published in recent years have 
attempted to assess the real value of CEUS for 
characterization of different FLLs.

In a published multinational study that 
included 134 patients with one FLL detected 
in baseline US, second-line imaging methods 
included CEUS in 134 patients, contrast-
enhanced CT in 115 patients and/or dynamic 
contrast-enhanced MRI in 70 patients [12]. 
The lesions were firstly classified as malignant, 

Figure 3. Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography enhancement pattern in 
hypovascular metastases. (A) Arterial phase: hyperenhancing rim. (B) Washout 
in the portal phase.
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benign or indeterminate after which the type 
of lesion was assessed. The final diagnosis was 
based on clinical information, combined infor-
mation from all imaging examinations and 
histology (n = 32). Comparisons were made 
to see if the use of CEUS led to the improve-
ment of characterization in doubtful FLL. 
In comparison with unenhanced US, CEUS 
markedly improved the sensitivity and speci-
ficity for the malignant/benign characteriza-
tion of FLL. In comparison with CT and/or 
dynamic MRI, CEUS applied for FLL char-
acterization was 30.2% more sensitive in the 
recognition of malignancy and 16.1% more 
specific in the exclusion of malignancy and 
overall 22.9% more accurate. In the subgroup 
with confirmative histology available (n = 32), 
the sensitivities were 95.5 (CEUS), 72.2 (CT) 
and 81.8% (MRI), and the specificities were 
75.0 (CEUS), 37.5 (CT) and 42.9% (MRI). 
The sensitivities and specificities of CEUS for 
the identification of FNH and hemangioma 
were 100 and 87%, resulting in an accuracy of 
94.5%. The conclusion of this recent study is 
that CEUS emerges as the most sensitive, most 
specific and most accurate imaging modality 
for the characterization of FLL.

In a study performed in 11 centers from 
China on 250 patients with 306 FLLs a sub-
group of 148 patients with 164 lesions were 
evaluated [11]. The final diagnosis in malignant 
lesions was based on the gold standard (liver 
biopsy) in 129 of 164 of cases. With unen-
hanced US, 43% of the lesions were charac-
terized: 12 of 48 (25%) as benign and 56 of 
116 (48%) as malignant. After CEUS, 94% of 
the lesions were characterized; 36 of 48 (75%) 
were correctly characterized as benign and 108 
of 116 (93%) as malignant. As compared with 
the gold standard, CEUS accuracy (88%) was 
markedly higher than that of standard US 

(41%; p < 0.01), also with higher specificity 
and sensitivity (p < 0.01). The number of unde-
termined lesions with CEUS was markedly 
lower than in baseline US (6 vs 57%). 

For hemangiomas, the concordance with the 
gold standard increased after CEUS from 43% 
(standard US) to 93%, for malignant lesions 
from 48 to 95%, while for metastases increased 
from 50 to 91%. 

Quaia et al. reported in a large study (452 
undetermined lesions by standard US) that the 
diagnostic accuracy for FLL characterization 
increased from 49% at baseline US examina-
tion to 85% after CEUS [22]. Also, following 
contrast enhancement, the sensitivity and 
specificity increased from 53 and 41% to 83 
and 95%, respectively. 

In another study on 126 lesions CEUS 
improved, the sensitivity of standard US from 
78 to 100% and the specificity from 23 to 
92% [23].

Very recently, in a large cohort of patients, we 
evaluated the value of CEUS in daily practice 
[24]. We performed a multicenter retro spective 
study, including 1244 FLLs, evaluated by 
means of CEUS in four Romanian centers with 
extensive experience in US, during a 15-month 
period. This study included 1244 FLLs, both 
de  novo (1056 cases) and pre-existing (such 
as HCCs evaluated after percutaneous treat-
ment by means of PEIT and RFA, to assess 
the treatment results). In 1046 of 1244 of cases 
(84.1%) CEUS showed a typical enhancement 
pattern (according to the EFSUMB Guidelines 
2008), thus being sufficient for a correct and 
final diagnosis, while in 198 of 1244 of cases 
(15.9%) other methods of diagnosis were 
required, such as contrast CT/MRI or biopsy. 
In our study, CEUS established the benign or 
malignant nature of lesions in 1139 out of 1244 
cases (91.5%). The conclusion of this study was 

Figure 4. Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography enhancement pattern in hepatocellular carcinoma. (A) Arterial phase: 
hyperenhancing. (B) Portal phase: washout, isoenhancing. (C) Hypoenhancing in the late phase.
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that CEUS can be used as the first-line imaging 
method for the diagnosis of uncharacteristic 
FLLs detected by standard US, providing a cor-
rect classification in 84.1% of cases and a cor-
rect differentiation between benign/malignant 
lesions in 91.5% of cases. 

All of these studies demonstrated that CEUS 
is better than standard US for the character-
ization of FLLs, with better sensitivity and 
specificity. However, unfortunately, CEUS has 
some limitations: similar to standard US the 
acoustic window for the liver must adequate; 
also, the FLLs must be well seen in standard 
US for CEUS to be possible. Additionally, if 
several lesions are present in the liver, repeated 
injections of contrast agent are needed for 
their characterization in every vascular phase 
(especially in cirrhotic patients).

When confronted by a new lesion discovered 
in standard US, we must decide the next step 
for the final diagnosis by considering several 
aspects: accessibility, risk of irradiation, center 
expertise and last but not least, the cost of the 
proposed method (cost–efficiency).

CEUS: cost–efficiency
Regarding the financial analysis of the use of 
CEUS as the first step for the evaluation of 
a new FLL discovered by US, there are pub-
lished data demonstrating that CEUS is also 
a cost-effective method. In the French multi-
center study, the diagnosis costs of 149 nodules 
were evaluated [25]. By using CEUS versus liver 
biopsy as the gold standard, and considering 
that the mean CEUS cost is €155.20, of mul-
tislice contrast CT is €191.65, of contrast MRI 
is €322.3, the total savings were €128.5/nodule. 
In an Italian multicenter study that included 
575 lesions (485 patients), the costs of a classic 
patient work-up (baseline US followed by con-
trast CT or MRI) were compared with a new 
scheme in which CEUS examination was per-
formed following the baseline US [26]. The total 
costs with CEUS were €55,674 as compared 
with €134,576 in the classic workup. Thus, the 
total savings were €78,902, or €162/patient. 
A study published by Giesel who compared 
CEUS to multiphase CT as the diagnostic 
standard for diagnosing incidentally found 
FLLs, concluded that CEUS was the more 
cost-effective method provided that CEUS 
examinations were performed at specialized 
centers (€122.18–186.53) as compared with 
multiphase CT (€223.19) [27]. 

In a study performed in our center, in which 
the costs of CEUS as a f irst-line imaging 

method used for the diagnosis of 316 FLLs 
were compared with those of contrast CT or 
contrast MRI as first-line methods, the total 
savings were approximately €4000 as com-
pared with contrast CT and approximately 
€24,900 as compared with contrast MRI for 
the 316 FLLs included [28].

CEUS: safety profile
Regarding the safety profile of SonoVue, a 
study published in 2006 that retrospectively 
analyzed 23,188 abdominal CEUS studies 
reported 29 adverse events, of which only two 
were graded as serious. The overall reporting 
rate of serious adverse events was 0.0086% with 
no fatal events [29]. A Dutch study published 
in 2009, that reviewed 352 consecutive car-
diac SonoVue studies, revealed that 2.0% of 
the patients experienced adverse events, mild 
allergic reactions in 1.1% of the cases and severe 
allergic reaction resulting in nonfatal shock in 
0.9% of the cases, a much higher incidence 
than that reported in the postmarketing sur-
veillance studies, in which 19 nonfatal severe 
(0.01%) and three fatal (0.002%) complica-
tions were reported after the use of SonoVue 
in 157,838 patients [30]. On the other hand, we 
must emphasize that CT contrast is an iodine 
substance that can produce allergic reactions 
and cannot be used in patients with renal fail-
ure (SonoVue can be used without any restric-
tions in this type of patients because the micro-
bubble shell is metabolized by the liver while 
the gas released is exhaled).

Conclusion
CEUS is an accurate imaging method for FLL 
characterization. It is also a safe method (with 
rare allergic side effects, no ionizing radiation) 
well tolerated by the patient. As compared with 
contrast CT and MRI CEUS is less expensive 
and, sometimes, available at the time of the 
initial detection of FLLs. 

In published studies, CEUS was conclusive 
in approximately 85–90% of FLLs (irrespec-
tive of cirrhotic or normal liver), and was able 
to differentiate between benign or malignant 
lesions in approximately 90–95% of the cases. 
Therefore, CEUS can be the first-line investiga-
tion in such cases (thus avoiding other expen-
sive examinations). For nonconclusive CEUS 
evaluations further imaging or morphological 
evaluation are needed for the final diagnosis. 
This type of strategy is adopted by many clini-
cal centers from Europe and Japan, decreasing 
the evaluation costs of patients with FLLs.
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Future perspective
Considering the high performance of CEUS 
for FLL assessment, comparable to that of con-
trast CT and MRI, it’s relatively low- ost and lack 
of serious adverse effects, in the next 10–15 years 
this method could become the first-line imaging 
method used for the evaluation of FLL. Only if 
CEUS assessment is inconclusive should second-
line contrast imaging methods, such as multide-
tector CT or MRI, and/or liver biopsy be used.
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Executive summary

 � Focal liver lesions are frequently discovered in daily practice and their nature must be elucidated for prognosis assessment and to decide 
upon therapeutic strategy.

 � Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography with perfluoro-containing contrast agents is a real-time imaging technique developed in recent 
years using low mechanical index ultrasound waves. 

 � Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography has a similar performance to contrast CT and contrast MRI for focal liver lesions diagnosis, it is less 
expensive and it can be also used in patients with renal failure and does not expose patients to ionizing radiation.

 � The vascularity and enhancement pattern of the focal liver lesion (hypo-, hyper- or iso-echoic) as compared with the adjacent liver 
parenchyma during the arterial, portal venous and late phases are evaluated for contrast-enhanced ultrasonography characterization.
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